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INTRODUCTION motor or generator of any desired constants. The
The Meaning of the Word "Indumor." An abbrevia- parts of the device are kinematically so constrained

tion of the words "induction motor." that the diagram set correctly for one load remains
What the Indumor is. A combination of movable correct at any other load.

and adjustable bars (Fig. 1) which can be set to repre- The Purposes of the Device. (1) To enable a designer
to select the best electric-al constants and to "test"
an induction motor or generator before it has been
actually built. (2) For some applications to take the
place of an involved analytical theory; it is often
difficult to see the effect of separate factors upon the
performance characteristics, and it takes considerable
mathematical skill to deduce the equations of the
various loci. (3) For some purposes to take the place
of the circle diagram which becomes quite complicated
when the primary resistance is taken correctly into
consideration. (4) To add the judgment of the eye
and the skill of the hands to the purely mental ability
in selecting the constants of a machine for a desired
performance, or in judging the characteristics for
assumed constants. (5) To enable an investigator
or a student to familiarize himself with the machine
as if he had one available for tests. This is of particular
importance with large machines for which no facilities

FIG.1-THFINDUMOR
~may be available for testing.

Adaneen f areh,e-tablishe dbyDR A Hekhr aThe Perforinune Curves that the Indumor Enables
sent to a certain scale a vector diagram of voltages, One to Draw. Current, torque, speed, slip, input,
currents, m. m. fs. and fluxes in a polyphase induction output, efficiency, power factor, and magnetizing
________ ~~~~~~~~~current. These may be obtained just as easily at a
Presented at the 10th Midwinter Convention of the A. I. E. E., constant applied voltage as at a voltage which varies

NVewv York, N. Y., February 15-17, 1922. in any desired manner.
*The investigation upon which this paper is based was sup- The Factors Which May be Taken into Account

ported by a grant from the Heckscher Foundation for the
Advancement of Research, established by Auguist Heekscher and varied separately at will in the Indumor. Per
at Corniell Univcrsity. cent magnetizing current; per cent primary and sec-
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ondary resistance; per cent primary and secondary an induction motor at a constant applied voltage is such
reactance; core loss; friction. a system. As the load varies, all the electrical charac-

Limits of Rating and Output. Like any other teristics and the speed vary in only one possible way.
graphical device, the Indumor requires certain scales It differs in this respect from a shunt-wound direct-
to be chosen for each particular problem. A convenient current motor in which the field current is a second
scale has to be selected for amperes, and another for independent variable, or a second degree of freedom.
volts. The device can represent the performance of a Having set the device, the lower knob is moved up
fractional horse-power motor as well as of one whose and down in the groove. This causes all other members
output runs into thousands of kilowatts; of a 110-volt to assume new positions. For any position of the
machine as well as of one wound for 11,000 volts. As knob readings can be taken of the current, phase angle,
in any graphical device, there are limitations due to a torque, slip, output, etc., as in any brake test. Lengths
finite length of the links. With a certain setting the are measured with an ordinary meter scale, and phase
device may give an accurate performance say between displacements may be either measured directly with
no-load and 1.5 times the rated current. If a heavier the sighting goniometor shown in Fig. 9, or computed
overload is desired a smaller scale may have to be from the measured projections of vectors, as is explained
chosen for amperes. below.

B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INDUMOR The Principle of the Indumor. The device is based
.. ~~on the principle of ordinary dividers. Let the twoThe first complete Indumor was built in the shops lon apair of .divdrs denoe A B hn BwC

of Cornell University during the summer of 1921 and with t i a t B. Thelenoth t B asd is
is shown in Fig. 1. The same device is shown as a AC and
single-line diagram in Fig. 8. It is made of flat steel , AC can be varied at will by opening or closing
bars, not over one cm. wide and a few millimeters the dividers, even though the length of the dividers'
thick. The lengths of the principal members, between legs is constant.

centers,in centimeters, are shown in Fig. 8. Similarly in the Indumor the variable vectors arecetes incniees r hw nFg. not represented by the bars themselves, but by the
Some bars are of constant length, others are of adjust- n

being drilled every few milli- distances between the ends of two bars. The only
ableuse lenth,ars are connected to eachotherhoe vector directly represented by a bar is that of appliedmeters. Most bars are connected t acoth voltage because it remains constant. Thus, while

meas o piot oins; thes ae st a a onsantthe Indumor shown in Fig. 1 gives a complete vector
angle to each other by means of the protractors clearly Iagrmof anoind in moor th e vector

seen in Fig. 1. ~~~~~~diagram of an induction motor, the vectors themselvessen n .i.1 . are represented only by imaginary lines connecting
The device is assembled on a table provided with two the eseofvarous ba Bdawingsclines the

grooves, at right angles to each other. The ends usa ector daramus bained,asuch s isesho
of some bars are constrained to move in these grooves. Fs. 3 di4.
Different bars have to be placed in different horizontal Figs. 3 and 4.
planes to enable them to cross each other without At the 1918 Midwinter Convention of the Institute
interference. In Fig. 8 the bars nearest to the table the author demonstrated another kinematic device,

which imitated the performance of the polyphaseare marked 1, those immediately above them are marked series commutator motor (The Secomor, TRANS. A. I.
2, etc. The particular sequence selected is not essential E. E. Vol. 37 . 329. That device was based on
since the device is intended to represent a vector theteuse of bars which directly represented vectors.diagram in a plane.diagram inaplane. ~~~The lengths were varied by means of slides movableA detailed description of the functions of different
parts is given below in connection with the theory of along the bars. The Secomor required a separate

ttdevice setting for each point since it did not have constrainingthe Indumor. It suffices to state a the links. The Indumor is a more accurate and auto-
iS set for chosen design constants at a certain load. mtcdvc~oc e orclfroeon tie
The setting is done by selecting suitable scales for y g

volts and a esthe whole range of operation of the machine, becausevolts and amperes and adjusting the lengths Of a few of prpel deindcntaiigmtos
bars and the angles accordingly. The Indumor then
represents a set of four simultaneous vectorial equa- THE PERFORMANCE DIAGRAM OF A POLYPHASE
tions which together characterize the machine, viz.: INDUCTION MOTOR

(a) The primary electric circuit; It is well known that for certain purposes a poly-
(b) The secondary electric circuit; phase induction motor may be replaced by an equiva-
(c) The main magnetic circuit; lent combination of resistances and reactances, as
(d) The relationship between the induced e. m. f. shown in Fig. 2 (see for example the author's "Electric

the flux. Circuit", Chap. XII). In this diagram one phase
After having been properly set, the kinematic only is represented; r1, xl, r2, and x2, are the primary

combination becomesa system with one degree offreedom, and the secondary resistances and reactances, the
that is, if any point of it is moved, all other points move secondary quantities being reduced to the primary
in a perfectly definite manner. It is well known that circuit, (see for example the author's "Magnetic
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Circuit", p. 133). The susceptance bo is of such a R by a counter-e. m. f. E2. At synchronism E2 must
magnitude that the current Im passing through it is be equal and opposite to the voltage Eo between M
equal to the actual magnetizing current of the motor. and N in order to reduce the secondary current to
The conductance go causes a joulean loss numerically zero. As the generator load increases, E2 must be
equal to the primary core loss of the actual machine. made greater than E0, always keeping E2 in phase
The mechanical load of the actual machine is re- with the scondary current, I2, which is now reversed.

placed by an adjustable resistance R; the I22R loss The Vector Diagram. The relationships shown in

- A X, ,
X X

Eloto I2 , r2 12

im ~~~~~~~~~~~E3
E2 R ~~~~E2

R

B N D D

(a)
FIG. 2

in this resistance can be made equal to a desired motor Fig. 2 are represented vectorially in Fig. 3, which is
load. Strictly speaking, this load, in addition to the the familiar transformer diagram at non-inductive
useful output, includes the friction, windage, and the load. Beginning with the vector of the air-gap flux, the
secondary core loss. In approximate computations magnetizing current, Im, is drawn in phase with it
the friction and windage losses are sometimes taken and the core loss component, II, in quadrature with
into account in the conductance go, but it is better it. This gives the total exciting current, 10, through
to subtract the mechanical losses from the total out-
put. A still better approximation to the actual con-
ditions could probably be obtained by using three
shunted constant conductances, one across the line
terminals A B, one across M N, and one between C
and D.
A combination of resistances and reactances shown

in Fig. 2 gives nearly the same performance curves as E1 12
the actual motor. Let a certain brake load be applied \ Eo
to the actual motorand letthe resistance R of the equiva-
lent combination be so adjusted that the primary
current is the same as in the actual motor. Then it 10
will be found that the primary input and the power b Eg=Eog -Air-gap
factor are also the same and that the brake load is 0mE0b0 Flux
equal to I22 R watts, less the friction and windage.
The slip, being equal to the percentage of secondary

loss, can be computed as the ratio of r2 to (R + r2), w Eo
and checks very closely with the actually measured
slip. The torque, in synchronous watts, is equal to
the input into the secondary circuit and therefore is
equal to I22 (R + r2). The voltage Eo between M e

and N is a measure for the air-gap flux. Thus, all
the important characteristics of the motor can be FIG. 3
obtained from the equivalent diagram, either by test
or by computation. the shunted admittance between M and N in Fig. 2.
For the operation as an induction generator, above This current leads the flux by an angle a.

synchronism, the resistance R should be assumed The voltage Eo balances the e. m. f. induced by
negative. At synchronism .this resistance is infinitely the air-gap flux, and is therefore drawn in leading
great, and in the transition from motor to generator quadrature with it. The applied voltage consists
it jumps from + to- ~. Then it remains negative, of Eo and of the parts Ih r1 and hl xl lost in the primary
decreasing in its absolute value. Another way of repre- impedance. The voltage Eo is used up in the secondary
senting the generator range is to replace the resistance circuit, partly in the impedance of the winding, partly
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in the resistance R. The primary current, II, is equal must be borne in mind when measuring the phase angle
to the secondary c-urrent, I2, plus the exciting current between the primary current and voltage. The
Io. operation of' the device is not otherwise affected since
We thus have the following four fundamental vec- the currents and the voltages form separate closed

torial relationships which must be simultaneously figures.
fulfilled in the Indumor: The reason for turning the voltages, or the currents,

(a) The geometric sum of Eo, I, r1, and I, xi, must in the Indumor is that it is mechanically much simpler
be equal to the applied voltage E1. to make two lengths vary in a constant ratio when they

(b) After subtracting the vector I2 x2 from E0, are nearly in line with each other than when they are
the remainder, f b, must be in phase with I2. perpendicular to each other. Neglecting the core loss,

y the magnetizing current, Io, in Fig. 3 is at right angles
Aa' tz and proportional to Eo. In Fig. 4 Io is nearly in phase

jOc with E, and proportional dividers have been developed
/,Vo which can keep the two vectors in a constant ratio and

at a constant angle, when both vectors vary with the
l2r12 R /load.

b- -- X Figs. 4 and 8 can be directly compared, the corres-
x2 /ponding quantities being denoted by the same letters.

Thus, a d is the secondary current, a b is the primary
current and d b is the exciting current. The primary
impedance drop is b c, the secondary reactive drop is

FIG. 4

(c) The geometric sum of I and I2 must be equal
to I,.

(d) Io must be proportional to Eo and the angle 46
between the two must be constant.
The diagram in Fig. 4 is identical with that shown

in Fig. 3, except that some vectors are rearranged
in order to simplify the construction of the Indumor.
The direction of the secondary current, I2, is taken as
the Y Y axis, and the triangle I2 10 I1 is drawn accord-
ingly. The triangle b f e is turned back by ninety
degrees, so that Eo forms the angle a with Io, instead Detail of Screw Pivot-joint
of (900 - a). Similarly, the quadrilateral built on atn&p
the primary voltage E1 is turned back by ninety
degrees, and is so placed that E is its common side
with the triangle of secondary voltages. The vector FIG. 5-PROPORTIONAL DIVIDERS
'2R F2, which in Fig. 3 is parallel to 12, is now.' ~e f, the applied voltage iS e c, etc. Since the Indumor
perpendicular to 12, and chosen as the direction of the i ae ntepicpeo iies iltevral

X X axis.vectors are measured between the pivot points of
In Fig. 4, as well as in the Indumor, all the voltage dfeetbr n o ln n n h aebr

vectors are turned Zback by 90 deg. withv respect to th7eir
true positions in Fig. 3. Or else, the voltages in the THE KINEMATIC DETAILS OF THE INDUMOR
Indumor may be said to be in their correct position, Having established the relationship between the
but the currents advanced in phase by 90 deg. This vector diagram in Fig. 4 and the linkages in Fig. 8, it
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remains to show how the various points are constrained and the ohmic drop in quadrature with it, because
to move along certain paths in order that the four in the Indumor the currents are turned by 90 deg.
above-mentioned conditions remain fulfilled with any with respect to their true position in Fig. 3. The
setting of the device. dividers just described are denoted in Fig. 8 by the
I. Proportional Dividers for the Primary Impedance same letters.

Drop II. Proportional Dividers for the Secondary Reactive
In Fig. 4 the primary current, I, a b, and the Drop

primary impedance drop, I1 z1 = b c, are proportional In the Indumor the secondary reactive drop is taken
to each other and their vectors are inclined to each into account separately from the secondary resistance
other at a constant angle O1, where tan 06 = zl/x1. drop, because the latter is used in measuring the slip
Proportional dividers which permit this relationship and must therefore be represented by a separate
to be realized are shown in Fig. 5, the corresponding length. In the primary circuit the resistance drop and
points being also marked a, b, c. The three bars, a k, the reactance drop are combined into one vector which
b k, and 1 m, are of the same length between the centers. is represented by the above described proportional
The shorter bars, k 1, b m, and c' m, are also of equal dividers.
length. By means of protractors 1 and 2, the bars The proportional dividers for the secondary circuit
c'Im and k 1 are set at the desired angle, 01, to the longer are simpler than those for the primary circuit since
bars, and are fastened in that position by means of their only purpose is to give a length I2 x2 proportional
slotted bars 5 and 6 and head screws 3 and 4. This to I2 and in line with it. It will be remembered that
makes the triangles b m c' and a k b similar to each in the Indumor the voltages are turned by 90 deg.
other, with their corresponding sides inclined at the with respect to their true position in Fig. 3, so that the
angle 01 to each other. By opening or closing the reactive drop is in phase and not in quadrature with
dividers, the distance a b may now be varied at will, the current.
and the distance b c' will always remain proportional When the two protractors in Fig. 5 are set on zero,
to it and inclined at the angle °1. the segments a b and bc lie on the same straight line, and
The desired length b c is different from b c', and point such a device can be used for the secondary current

c is located by means of the bars c n' and c p', by and reactance drop. The protractors, the slotted
making b p = p c and c n = c'n. The holes in the bars, and the head screws, can be omitted altogether
upper bars are drilled and counter-sunk; those in the and the members a k and k 1 made of one piece of
lower bars are drilled and tapped, as shown in the steel. Similarly, c'm and m I can be made of one
detail sketch. Machine screws are used at points P piece. If now the larger opening, ab, of such simplified
and n for fastening the bars together. These screws proportional dividers be applied between points a and d
do not prevent a free rotation of the bars relatively (Fig. 4), the smaller opening, bc, when properly set,
to each other. The triangle b p c is similar to b m c', will give the length d w, equal to the secondary reactive
so that b c also remains proportional to a b. drop. This length is transferred into the position e f
The bars a k and k b must be long enough to allow by means of the parallel double-tongs described under

the dividers to be opened for the greatest length a b III below.
of the vector of primary current for which the Indumor The secondary proportional dividers are shown in
is designed. The shorter bars must allow a setting Fig. 8 in their actual position. The secondary current
for the highest percentage of primary impedance drop is ad and the corresponding reactive drop is d w.
that will ever be used with the apparatus. To illus- The three long bars are a r, r w, and q d. The shorter
trate, let the total length of the bar e c (Fig. 8), which bar is d u. Holes are drilled and tapped in some of
represents the primary applied voltage, be 150 cm., these bars (Fig. 1) so that d w can be made of any de-
and let the highest primary impedance drop, that may sired length. The dividers simply consist of two similar
ever be encountered under the extreme practical con- triangles, a r w and d u w, held together by the bar
ditions, be say 10 per cent of the applied voltage. q d so as always to keep the sides d u and a r of the
Then the length b c', with the dividers fully opened, triangles parallel to each other.
should be not less than 15 cm. Should a special III. Parallel Double-Tongs
motor have the primary impedance drop of over 10
per cent, it is only necessary to use a shorter length The secondary reactive drop d w (Fig. 4) obtained
for the primary terminal voltage. For example, by means of the proportional dividers, has to be trans-
with the vector of primary voltage 75 cm. long, an ferred to the position ef at the end of the vector E1.
Opening b c' = 15 cm. corresponds to a primary im- As the load varies, the distance between d and e also
pedance drop of 20 per cent. Any smaller value of varies, both in magnitude and in direction, so that
primary impedance drop down to zero, can be obtained it is necessary to connect the points d, w, and e, by
by properly setting the point c. means of an adjustable translating device, whose fourth
When adjusting the dividers it must be remembered point would give the correct position of point f.

that the reactive drop is set in phase with the current, Such a device, which might be called "&parallel double-
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tongs," is shown in Fig. 6 in two positions. The four opposite; they are also independent of the other half
end-points are lettered d, w, e, and f, to correspond to of the device. Thus, the triangles o f e and o w d are
Fig. 4. The construction of the device is such that equal and turned by 180 deg. with respect to each
f e is always equal and parallel to w d. If f e be kept other. Hence, the vectors f e and w d are equal and
constant and stationary, the tongs will allow only parallel.
such displacements of the points w and d at which IV. Proportional Dividers for the Magnetizing
the distance w d remains equal and parallel to itself, Current

In Fig. 4 the magnetizing current, Io, is drawn at a
constant angle a to the voltage E0. As the load varies,
both E0 and Io vary, but their ratio remains constant
(neglecting magnetic saturation). As shown in Figs.
2 and 3, the value of the angle a is determined by the

d' relationship
tan a = go/bo (1)

Generalized proportional dividers which permit Io
and Eo to vary while satisfying these conditions, are

-//X<_shown in Fig. 7. The lines b d and b e have the same
meaning as in Fig. 4. By turning Fig. 7 by 90 deg
so that point b is on top, it will readily be seen that

A-1 // > \ \\Xu these proportional dividers are practically identical
with those shown in Fig. 5, except for somewhat differ-

2w\\ \ >f\ ent proportions. Therefore no new proof is needed
Af v \ \ for the fact that the triangle e b d remains similar to

e\t \ itself as the dividers are opened or closed. These
dividers are shown in the assembly (Fig. 8) marked

FIG. 6 with the same letters as in Fig. 7.
The angle which corresponds to 6, in Fig. 5 is denoted

as shown by the dotted lines. If f e be varied in by A in Fig. 7, and the protractors are set for this
direction and in magnitude, w d will vary accordingly. angle. It will be seen that angle /3 is different from
The device consists of eight pivoted members. the required angle a at b. Since the device is intended

There are two short bars of equal length, marked I, to represent angle a, it is necessary to know the
two equal bars, II, of intermediate length, and four
long bars, III, of equal length. The length w w' b- - _
between the centers must be equal to d d', and w' w"
must be equal to d' d". The pivot joint o must be
at the center of both long bars which it connects. In
other respects the dimensions of the device are arbi-
trary and depend upon the range of the distances
which it is designed to cover. A given distance may
also be connected between f and w, instead of between
f and e, and an equal and parallel distance is then
maintained between e and d. 1/
The parallel double-tongs are shown in Fig. 8 be-

tween the points d, w, e, and f, and are marked with
the same letters as in Fig. 6; they may also be seen
in Fig. 1. In the actual use of the Indumor it
has been found convenient to have two pairs of
tongs, one for larger distances, when a long bar is used
for thze app led vol tage, and one for shorter distances,
for use on overloads and near the starting point of
the motor, at a reduced terminal voltage. When the relationship between ae and /3. This simple relation-
limit of one pair of tongs has been reached they are ship may be obtained either graphically or analytically.
removed and the other pair is slipped in its place. Graphical Solution. On a sheet of paper lay off
The proof of the parallel double-tongs is as follows: any reasonable value of e b and draw the line b b'

Let point o be kept stationary, and let point f occupy at the angle ae to it. Also draw the perpendicular
any desired position. The vectors of and o d are equal bisector e' h' to e b. Loosen the head screws 9 and 10,
and opposite because of the chosen lengths of the links, place the ends of the dividers on points e and b, place
Similarly the vectors o e and o w are always equal and point h on e' h' and point g on b b'. The readings on
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the two protractors should then be equal and the The points b and f (Figs. 4 and 8) are made to
headscrews should be fastened in this position. As a move in the groove X X, and the points a and d in
check, the angle e g b' should be also equal to 13. the groove Y Y. Each point is guided in the groove

Analytical Solution. From the triangle e b g we have: by a horizontal roller. The required condition of
g b/e g = sin (1 - a)/sin a (2) perpendicularity of the two vectors is thus fulfilled

From the similar triangles e g j and g b i we have: without interfering in any other way with the free
g b/e g = L1/L2 (3) motion of the four points.

Equating the right-hand sides of eqs. (2) and (3), The advantage of the grooves over a linkage is that
and solving for sin (13 - a), we get they are below the surface of the table, and do not add

sin ( -o a) = (L1/L2)/sin a (4) to already numerous bars which must be spaced in
The right-hand side of this equation contains known different horizontal planes. The disadvantages of
quantities only, hence the angle (13 - a) can be found the grooves are (a) the device requires a special table
from trigonometric tables and thus 1 determined. and (b) the rollers sometimes bind in the grooves and
For given dividers, with constant lengths L1 and L2, the bars have to be moved slowly.
it is convenient to plot once for all a curve of values of VI. The Slip Triangle
13 against values of tan a as abscissas, the values of
tan a being given by eq. (1). It is also possible to In Figs. 4 and 8 the length f b is equal to the sum
mark directly on the protractors values of a opposite of I2 r2 and I2 R. In order to compute the slip and
the corresponding values of 1; then no computations the output of the motor, it is necessary to measure
whatever are necessary. separately the length ff' = I2 r2, because the slip
The dimensions of the dividers shown in Fig. 7 s = ff',tf b = 2/(R + r2) (5)

are determined by the desired maximum length of and the output is
the bar e c (Fig. 8) which represents the applied voltage P2 = I2 E2 = a d . f' b (6)
E1. For example, if e c is never greater than 120 cm. A separate triangle, eyz (Fig. 8), is cut out of ordinary
then the dividers must have a maximum opening cross-section paper and is used to measure the length
between b and e of about the same length, because ff'. The angle 02 is such that
at no load the voltages Eo and E1 are practically equal. tan 02 = r2/..x2 (7)
The maximum opening b g depends upon the largest This triangle is placed with one of its sides in the
desired value of magnetizing current. If the maxi- direction e f, as shown in Fig. 8, and the length ff'
mum length of the vector of primary current at the is read off directly.
rated load is to be, say 100 cm., and if the magnetizing The length f b is measured with a meter scale, and
current in an extreme case amounts to 40 per cent the torque, in synchronous watts, is computed from
of that, then the maximum opening b g should be the equation.
about 40 cm. Should the magnetizing current in an T = 12 (E2 + I2 r2) = a d . f b (8)
unforeseen case amount to over 50 per cent of the full-
load current, the scale of primary current for that THE USE OF THE INDUMOR
particular machine may be so chosen that the rated The separate parts of the Indumor are assembled
current be equal to say 70 cm. Then a vector of as shown in Figs. 1 and 8; the bar e c, which represents
magnetizing current 40 cm. long can be obtained on the constant applied voltage, serves as the closing
the dividers, and is over 50 per cent of the rated primary link. This bar is provided with several holes, so that
current. a voltage scale can be selected which best suits the
V. Grooves for Keeping the Secondary Current and constants of the motor and the desired region of opera-

Secondary Voltage at Right Angles to Each Other tion. Actual experience seems to indicate that a
It will be seen in Fig. 4 that the vector of secondary long bar e c gives better results on light loads and up

current, I2, is always perpendicular to the external to the rated current, while shorter lengths are more
voltage drop, I2 R, and to the drop I2 r2 in the rotor suitable for representing overload conditions. A selec-
itself. As the load varies, the magnitudes and the tion of the length e c determines the voltage scale.
relative positions of the vectors a d and f b vary, but For a three-phase motor, the star or Y voltages and
the vectors remain normal to each other. The author currents can be used, and the results for the input,
has not succeeded in devising any simple kinematic output and torque later multiplied by three. The line
linkage that would keep two variable vectors at right voltage and delta currents can also be used if desired,
angles to each other while leaving them otherwise inde- or the line voltage and the total equivalent single-
pendent of each other. He therefore uses two perpen- phase current. In this respect the Indumor can be
dicular grooves cut in the table or drafting board on treated like any vector diagram of a balanced poly-
which the Indumor is placed. These grooves are phase circuit.
marked X X and Y Y in Fig. 8 and are plainly visible For a motor of given voltage and rating, the limits
in Fig. 1; their center lines also serve as axes of co- of primary current between no-load and a reasonable
ordinates, overload can be readily estimated, and a current scale
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can be selected that will permit a free motion of the need be measured. From these quantities the follow-
links within the range of the device. ing results can be computed:
Knowing the primary resistance and reactance of the Volt-ampere input

machine, the primary proportional dividers (Fig. 5) Power input
are set by adjusting the two protractors and the links Primary power factor
c n' and c p', as explained above. Knowing the rotor Slip, eq. (5)
reactance, the secondary proportional dividers are set Secondary output, eq. (6)
accordingly. The slip triangle e y z is cut out to Torque, eq. (8)
correspond to the given or assumed rotor resistance. Separate losses

If the total leakage reactance has been computed Efficiency.
from a short-circuit test, the parts to be assigned to xi If the angle a (Fig. 7) has been set to account only
and to x2 cannot be ascertained, and in ordinary cases for the core loss, then the expressions for the output
the total reactance is divided about equally between the and the torque include the friction and windage which
primary and the secondary circuit. To the writer's must be subtracted if net values aredesired.
best knowledge, there is no way of separating the two
reactances from the no-load and short-circuit tests alone.
The separation can be done if in addition a set of b

readings is given at some load, preferably at a con-
siderable slip. For a motor which is being newly
laid out, the two reactances can be separately estimated
by the designer.
From the no-load readings of the machine the pro- /

portional dividers shown in Fig. 7 can be set for the
proper angle a, as is explained above. It is more a
nearly correct to allow in the angle a only for the
primary core loss, and to subtract the friction and
windage losses from the total output computed from
eq. (6). The magnetizing current at no-load is known,
and Eo is practically equal to E1. Therefore, by open-
ing the dividers (Fig. 7) to the length of the applied
voltage, the position of point d can be ascertained.
The device has now been completely adjusted for a

motor of given constants, and can be set for any de-
sired current or slip by moving the knob, a in the
slot Y Y. At any position of the knob, all or some
of the following readings can be taken, depending
upon the purpose in view: FIG. 9-SIGHTING GONIOMETER

*Primary current, a b.
Primary impedance drop, b c. The phase angle between E1 and T1 may be measured
Voltage Eo corresponding to the air-gap flux, e b. directly with the sighting goniometer shown in Fig. 9;
*Secondary current, a d. or else a protractor may be used for determining the
Secondary reactive drop, e f. angles which each of these vectors forms with one of
*Secondary ohmic drop, ff'. the axes of coordinates. The phase angle may also
Secondary impedance drop, e f. be computed from the measured projections of I, and
Exciting current, d b. E, upon the axes X X and Y Y. In any case it must
Magnetizing component of the exciting current, be borne in mind that in the Indumor the angle be-

projection of d b on e b. tween these two vectors is complementary to the actual
Core loss component of the exciting current, distance phase angle (compare Figs. 3 and 4).

of d from e b. In order to compute the phase angle from the pro-
*The energy component of the secondary voltage, f b. jections of the vectors it is necessary to assume some

*Angle between I1 and E1. positive directions of the axes. Let, for example,
Projections of E1 on X X and Y Y. in Figs. 4 and 8 the X-direction be positive to the
Projections of Ih on X X and Y Y. reader's right and the Y-direction be positive upward.
Any other angles between vectors that may be of Let the projections of the current vector, Ih, on these

interest, two axes be i and i' respectively, and those of El, in
For obtaining the usual performance characteristics its true position (Fig. 3), be e and e'. Let the actually

of the machine, only the quantities marked with an * measured projections of the E1 bar in the Indumor be
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El and E,. We then have, by advancing E1 by 90 IMPRONEMENT OF POWER FACTOR AND SPEED CONTROL
degrees, In Fig. 2, to the right, a separate sketch (a) shows the

equivalent secondary circuit of an induction motor to

et Ex
(9) which an external alternating e.m. f., E3, has been

added. It is well known that the magnitude and the
The phase angle t/ is computed from the familiar phase angle of this external e. m. f. may be so chosen
formula (e'/e) - (i'/i) as either to change the speed of the motor or to improve

tan q 1 = 1 + (e'/e) (i'/i) (10) its power factor, or both. This usually requires either
an additional commutator machine or a conversion

See for example the author's "Electric Circuit," p. 91, of the induction motor itself into a polyphase com-
eq. (144). The positive and negative signs of the pro- mutator motor.
jections must be carefully observed. e Fig. 10 shows a corresponding adaptation of the
The power input can be computed either from the Indumor to a polyphase machine in which an external

expressionEvr ucosi t, or from thesameprojections e. m. f., E3, has been added to the secondary circuit.
Of the vectors, using the formula The lettering is the same as on the left-hand side of Fig. 8.

P1 = e i + e'i't (11)
(ibid., eq. 143). y

INDUMOR IN THE GENERATOR RANGE e?
The operation of an induction motor as a generator

may be characterized in the equivalent diagram (Fig. 2)
by the phase reversal of the secondary current I2.
Therefore, a continuous transition from motor to gener-
ator would be possible in the Indumor if the knob a
(Fig. 8) could be pushed upward beyond the groove f /1 0 9O°
X X. The proportional dividers would not allow such X-
a motion, and therefore the generator range has to
be obtained with a below the X X line. This is
done by simply considering the actual Indumor as an
image of a fictitious one, X X being the reflection line e A
taken as a plane mirror.

Let, in Fig. 4, a point, say a', be selected on the Y Y
axis above the X X axis, and let a complete vector
diagram of currents and voltages be drawn, following y
exactly the method used for the point a below the X X FIG. 10
axis. The new diagram will give an operating condition
of the machine working as a generator. Let now an
image~~~of th ne diga bedanblo h The added e. m. f., E8, iS represented by the vector ee'.axis,mas if thi n we

d am pe mra ro. Comprin The extremity of the vector E1 and of the proportional
this image diagram with one actually shown in Fig. 4 dividers for Eo are transferred from e to e'. Otherwise
for the motor range, it will be found that the two differ the device remains the same. Electrically this means
from each other only in the direction of the vectors of that the voltage Eo is now balanced by the geometric
primary and secondary ohmic drop, Iro and12cr2. sum of I2 (R + r2), I2 x2, and E3.
The vectors of ohmic drop in the generator "image" In Fig. 8 the primary current, I,, lags by a considerable
diagram are drawn in the opposite directions from those angle behind E,, when the latter is turned by 90 deg.
in the motor diagram. forward into its real position. In Fig. 10 the bar El

This relationship gives a simple method of using the has been turned back sufficiently to bring the true
Indumor for the generator range. It is only necessary vector E1 almost into phase coincidence with IL, thus
to set the two protractors in Fig. 5 for a negative raising the power factor of the machine almost to unity.
angle 01, and to turn the triangle e y z (Fig. 8) about By taking E, in the direction of the X X axis the speed
e y so as to get a point f' to the left of f; this will give of the induction machine may be varied economically
a negative slip, within wide limits.
A watch placed horizontally in front of a vertical The additional linkage e e' has to be connected to

mirror seems to run counter-clockwise when observed the rest of the device in accordance with the nature of
in the mirror. Similarly, a counter-clockwise vector the external e. m. f. F,. For example, if this e. m. f. is
diagram of the generator, when reversed into its image, constant in magnitude and forms a constant phase
becomes a clockwise diagram. This fact must be angle with F1, then e e' is simply another bar rigidly
kept in mind in the interpretation of the results when connected at a certain angle to the bar Fl. This is
operating the Indumor as an image of the real diagram. the case in a shunt-excited polyphase commutator
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motor, E1 being the voltage applied to the stator and E3 thought suggested itself: "Have we to go to all that trouble to
that applied to the armature brushes. We thus obtain overcome these difficulties?" Well, at the Star Electric Motor

a new kinematicdevicwhich maybecalleCo. we have had in successful operation an arrangement of the
ahunew kinematiceviceionofw hich maydsbescalled t diagram which I think meets requirements.
Shucomor (an abbreviation of the words "shunt com- As a matter of fact, the Behrend-Heyland diagram employs
mutator motor"). a circle of varying size for every separate case which circle is
When a series-wound polyphase commutator motor fitted into a fixed coordinate system. We have reversed this

is connected in series with the rotor windings of an procedure and are using a fixed circle and a variable coordinate
induction motor, as is sometimes the case, the e. M. f., system, varying with the impedance. This arrangement makes

possible the "standardized diagram sheet" which I am showing
E3, of this motor is proportional to the secondary here. The purpose of the larger circle is to give an enlarged
current I2 and the phase angle between the vectors E3 view of the ordinary load conditions and the smaller one to get
and I2 is constant. In this case E3 can be represented the maximum load and torque values in a scale just sufficient
on the Indumor in the same manner as 12 x2 or I, z1. to give the desired information.
The secondary proportional dividers must be provided

As an extra advantage of this diagram I have found interesting
possibilities in respect to motor design in general which I think

with two protractors, like the primary dividers, and measure up to those promised by Prof. Karapetoff's machine.
12 x2 and& Es combined into one vector whose length Besides this, the new diagram facilitates corrections for primary
is determined by the opening of the dividers which drop and saturation.
give I2. Prof. Karapetoff in his device also is able to take care of the

The au r hl primary drop. Neglecting saturation is, however, more
questionable as I think that most of us motor designers

upon these additional possibilities of the Indumor would in a short time be out of business if we did not pay due
in the study of polyphase commutator motors. As a respect to this condition.
matter of fact, he started to develop a "Shucomor,"
and the Indumor came out as a first attempt in this
direction.
An interesting computing device has been described

by Prof. R. G. Warner in an article entitled "Induction
Motor Nomogram," in the A. I. E. E. JOURNAL for _ __-
October 1921 (Vol. 40, p. 808). The device is based
on the simple circle diagram and gives directly the FIG. 1
numerical data for performance characteristics of three-
phase 60-cycle induction motors. It is hoped that H. M. Hobart: I do not think that the time-saving element

neersinterested in induction motor characteristics inProf- Karapetoff's device is its principal advantage. I believeengineers interested in induction motor characteristics that its use should lead to obtaining better designs. Manywill investigate the relative advantages and disad- years ago designers felt that they had reached the ultimate
vantages of the Nomogram and the Indumor, and will best design, or had come pretty near to it. But succeeding
find out by actual experience the particular field of years have always brought forth cheaper or better designs;
usefulness of each. usually designs which were both cheaper and better. This
The development of the Indumor has been made process continues, and the limit does not appear to be in sight.
possible through the enerosity Io Mr. August HeTT I believe that the progress toward the limit is slow largely be-

pslto hhgenerosityofMr.August cause of the labor of preparing and comparing enough alterna-
scher of New York City, who gave to Cornell University tive designs to clear our minds on the subject. One who is
a special fund the income from which is used for the designing an induction motor, for a certain rating works through
promotion of research. To him the author's sincere half a dozen designs for comparison. By that time he has
gratitude is due. The device has been in a preliminary expended so much time and labor that he is tempted to conclude

that the best design he has been enabled to arrive at by thatstage of development for some years previous to the 2,amount of calculating must be about the right one to build.
grants from the Heckscher Foundation, and several of But by these new methods of Prof. Karapetoff, you can go far
the author's students as well as the mechanicians more extensively into the subject. You can study a much
of the College of Engineering have contributed gen- greater range of coiiibinations and you can introduce a great
erously of their ideas. The author wishes to express many modifications and much more clearly guide your mind

than when you are all tired out through laborious step by step
his appreciation to them all. calecilations. Yout can much more intelligently take into ac-

count the relative influenees of the manv variables and limita-
tions that are involved.

Discussion. It is for these reasons that I have nOt the least doubt that with
Lawrence E. Widmark: Wte havre latelyr been presente3d the introductionl of these mechanical methods, the chief ad-

with two mechanical devices to replace the Behrend-Heyland vantage will not be? the saving in labor, but the more. rapid
Circle Diagram, one fromz Cornell University and the other ev-olution toward both cheaper and better designs. I see in the
one from Yale, and I wvould like to say a few- words in defence room nn engineer who some six or more yea.rs ago showed me some
of the old dia,graml. mecha.nical machinery he was getting up for designing trans-

WVe all know that the chief trouble with this diagramn has been formers, and I, at that timne, was exceedingly enthusiastic for
that where high precision is mnost desired the low-est one is ob- this vrery same reason, namely, not so much that it would save
tamned, depending on "4that little lower left hand corner," youl a great deal of time in calculations, but that it would lead more
know, where the characteristics of the ordinary rulnning condi- quickly to better and cheaper designs for a given rating. That
tions are to be found. Now, seeing the Yale device this engineer found that he did not have time enough to give to this,
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as it was a sort of side interest with him, but he had already at mine experimentally a third point on the circle, in addition to
that tinme carried his machine to an encouraging stage of coin- the no-load and the short-circuit points. We have found that
pletion. I see another engineer here who, together with his it is very easy to determine the point of maximum power factor.
colleagues has done a great amount of such work, in connection We connect a power-factor meter in the motor circuit, and let
with electro-mechanical methods of calculating transmission the motor run up to speed at no-load, or else we load it until it
lines. stops. An observer follows the pointer of the power-factor

I mention this as suggesting, perhaps, that we are at the meter, with a pencil, and when the pointer commences to go
beginning of an era of solving many complicated problems by in the opposite direction, he leaves the pencil at that point.
mechanical methods, and I want again to emphasize that the This gives him the maximum power factor, and a tangent to the
most important object in these methods, in my opinion,- circle. Therefore the circle can be drawn much more
although it is important to save time,-is the obtaining of much definitely.
better results, better economies and better characteristics of the I am glad that Mr. Widmark brought up the question of
machines. saturation. We have been lately working on a similar device

P. Trombetta: I recognize with great respect Professor (named the Blondelion) to imitate the performance of the syn-
Karapetoff's very ingenious device. Unfortunately, however, chronous machine, both the generator and the motor. In a

it is not as easy as it miight seem to change one constan-t of a synchronous machine it is, of course, necessary to have the
motor without changing all the rest and this is due to the fact saturation in the magnetic circuit properly taken into account.
that the distribution of niagnetism can not be restricted to any I am happy to say that we have solved this problem, com-

given.circuit in a similar way tht we can re t te fw o pletely so that almost any saturation curve can be imitatedgive ..eii iasmlrwytht we ca resric th flo of elec-.........with that device. For highly saturated induction machines thistricity, and to the additional fact that the permeability of iron is withotat dice. Fo ighyratrated ind machine thi
not constant. Therefore, when Prof. Karapetoff states that if he additional linkage may be incorporated in the Indumor.
wishes to change the characteristics of a motor, all that is min the same way: We have a device practically completed whichnecessary is to change the lenigth of the particular lever which

ite l We heraodevce pracllyng coanmplet which
represents that particular constant which we wish to alter he

with distributed constants. We have named this device theforgets the fact that byi varying that constant all the rest of the wihdsrbtdcnat.Weavnmdtiseiete
constants arefautohativallyinchand Fo nstan ce supose ieavisider, after our honorary member, Oliver Heaviside.
ionstanisde red atomangeathe ihnternaldresistanceFofan o,' ips The problem is not as difficult as it may seem, and it is possibleit is desired to change the internal resistance of a motor, it iS

to rvpesn kieaial h eua efrii, faln
found that both the dimensions and configuration of the tooth to represent kinematically the regular performance of a long
and slot are altered with the resistance, which alterations give t ion lie withotcopex quantities or hyperbolic
rise to changes in leakage reactance, magnetizinig current, power functions. The problem that interests me now is to develop a
factor, heating and so on, which may in turn make it necessar i i would represent transient phenomena on a trans-
to vary the pole pitch, the diameter, the axial length of the cores misson line, and not established conditions.
and the new characteristics obtained by the indumor* would In conclusion I wish to point out the existence of certain useful

therefore be meaningless. analogies in different branches of natural science, analogies which
help in the solution of certain problems. For example, take a

On the other hand, in case of tlhe calculations of line constants, ietcretntokwt nw eitne n otgs
in which the magnetism around the line conductor flows only dithcunknown crts To determinee unknownacer-
through air, the permeability of which is constant, this apparatus

may proveto be of great value.
rents, we have to write down and to solve a system of linear

may prove to be of great value, algebraic equations. Now reverse the problem,-let in a prob-
V. Karapetoff: Mr. Widmark has apparently developed an lem (which may not be an engineering problem at all, agriculture,

improvement in the circle diagram, and I am the first one to finance, or what not) a system of simultaneous equations be
welcome it, because I fully appreciate the wonderful usefulness given. You can connect an electrical network in which the
of the circle diagram. I am offering a new computing device, constants of the problem will be represented by given resistances
not to supplant anything that exists, but merely something that and e. m. fs., then you can insert an ammeter in each braneh
might in some cases be also useful. and read the currents. You have thus solved electrically a prob-

In connection with the circle diagram, I want to say that lem which has nothing to do with electricity.
recently we have done at Cornell University something that may The other day a client wanted me to solve for him a problem
also add a new lease of life to this useful method, the circle dia- in mechanical oscillations. I looked at the differential equations
gram; namely, we have found an easy method of determining and I saw at once that an electrical system could be built which
additional points on the circle diagram. In a large motor, the would be expressed by similar equations. I told him that we
center of the circle lies at the same height above the axis of could build for him an electric system, insert a galvanometer,
abscissas as the no-load loss line, but in the case of a machine follow the oscillations of the galvanometer needle, and that such
with an excessive primary loss, the center of the circle lies in a a device would give him the desired information about the mode
different position. For such machines it is desirable to deter- of oscillation of his entirelv different mechanical system.


